
Chapter 17:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
BURNING GENES, THE BATTLE OF WILL
Extraordinary gene: petrified skin.

Lu Yuan got the information of this extraordinary gene.

He raised his eyebrows.

Petrified skin is the combat technique of the Greystone Beetle, which can

build a layer of petrified skin on the surface of the body to enhance a large
number of defense capabilities.

Burning this extraordinary gene mainly improves the defense ability, and
secondly it can increase a certain amount of power.

To say whether it is strong or not... After all, it is an extraordinary gene of

ordinary quality, and it is not too strong.

But the defensive ability is quite not weak.

Only, Lu Yuan was a little disappointed.

He actually wants an offensive type of extraordinary gene.

After all, the way he wants to go is the assault system, and the petrified skin is

more biased towards the guardian system.

Lu Yuan looked at the extraordinary gene in his hand, his eyes flickered, a
little tangled.

After a while, he was heartbroken and gritted his teeth.

just use this.
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With his current strength, it is very difficult to obtain other extraordinary

genes.

I don’t know when it will be next time.

Otherwise, burn directly first, first improve the strength.

Anyway, his original plan also needed an extraordinary gene of the Guardian
system. As long as it continues to evolve, even ordinary-quality Guardian
genes can be elevated to the highest form.

After making up his mind, Lu Yuan planned to start burning this extraordinary
gene now.

After all, Lu Yuan's current location can be considered quite safe, and almost

no one will come to this place.

Moreover, ordinary quality transcendent genes are very easy to burn, and even
trainee-level genetic warriors can easily burn them.

is not like the extraordinary genes of other qualities. If the genes are not strong
enough, the genes may even explode and die.

is different from other methods of death.

If you die by burning genes, even in the place of origin, the real world will die

without leaving a trace.

Even if it doesn’t explode and die, if it’s not completely burned, it will leave
behind some biological characteristics of this gene, which may be very

troublesome.

For example, a tail grows, or even some strange biological habits.

These are what Lu Yuan saw from the newcomer post about burning
extraordinary genes.

Just like this, Lu Yuan is confident that he can directly burn this extraordinary

gene.



He took a deep breath, squeezed the white light ball tightly, and squeezed it

hard.

At the next moment, the white light group shattered, and the strange lines

inside turned into streamers and merged into Lu Yuan's body.

Strange lines pass through the white mist and enter the gene chain.

There is a blank chain in the gene chain after awakening. At this moment,
these white lines are constantly changing shape and enter the blank chain to
fill in this blank.

While filling up, Lu Yuan felt that his body kept clicking and clicking, his body
seemed to become tougher, and his muscles became tighter.

When his body changed, severe pain hit his face, and the cold sweat on Lu

Yuan's forehead came down.

淦!

He wanted to curse in his heart.

This is what the post said, ordinary quality transcendent genes are easy to

burn? !

Special, do you want to hurt people to death, okay? !

The process of complementing the blank chain with extraordinary genes lasted
for a long time, and Lu Yuan could not perceive the specific time.

When the blank chain is completed, the remaining lines begin to blend into

other gene chain regions and begin to fine-tune other gene chain regions.

There was another severe pain.

But this time, the pain is milder than before.

Lu Yuan was already a little numb from the pain before, and now he even feels

a little more comfortable?



He thinks he might have something wrong.

After a while, the fine-tuning of other gene chain regions is also over.

Lu Yuan did not relax.

There is one last step.

Squeak!

A crazy scream sounded in Lu Yuan's mind.

Lu Yuan's spirit was shocked, here it is!

This is the last step to burn the extraordinary genes.

The original spirit of the transcendent gene has not completely disappeared.

At the last moment of burning, the instinctive will of the creatures started the

final resistance.

Only by completely erasing the will of this creature can we completely
integrate this extraordinary gene into one's body.

And those genetic warriors who have not been able to completely burn the
extraordinary genes are because they have no ability to completely erase the
will of this creature.

If the will of this extraordinary genetic creature takes the upper hand, even if

the will of the genetic warrior is erased, then this genetic warrior will undergo
terrible mutations, and death is just the easiest situation.

The battle of will, only you die and I die!

For the genetic warrior, to become strong, the road is full of thorns.

You can only walk past with blood.

The strength of genetic organisms is related to the quality of extraordinary
genes.



An extraordinary gene of ordinary quality, this biological will is naturally a

fierce beast of ordinary rank.

Because of this, even trainee-level genetic warriors can easily burn

extraordinary genes of ordinary quality.

After all, as a genetic warrior, you can't even beat ordinary beasts, so it's
better to die.

Luyuan’s extraordinary gene is ordinary-quality petrified skin, and the

corresponding nature is ordinary-quality graystone beetle.

At the moment when the familiar scream of the Greystone Beetle appeared, Lu
Yuan's consciousness was in a trance. When he recovered, he found that he

had appeared in the white mist.

Behind him, is the gene chain that reaches the sky and earth.

In front of him, white mist surged, and a graystone beetle about half a meter

high appeared.

The graystone beetle screamed frantically with its pupils.

The instinct of the creature tells it that if it fails, it means its complete demise.

Rabbits will bite people when they are anxious, let alone be fierce beasts?

At this moment, the Greystone Beetle is in complete madness.

As soon as its body of will condensed, it rushed towards Lu Yuan's body of

will.

Lu Yuan has no expression on his face.

The power possessed by his body of will is the power that engraves
extraordinary genes.



Although the power has been discounted because it has not been fully burned,
but in the face of ordinary graystone beetles, even if there is no burn gene, he
can kill it, let alone now?

and…

Lu Yuan opened his right hand, and the phantom of the beetle claw and long

sword floating on the edge of the gene chain disappeared and appeared in Lu
Yuan's hand.

Lu Yuan's body of will becomes stronger again.

Genetic weapons can be used even if they are the body of will.

Looking at the gray stone beetle rushing in front of Lu Yuan, Lu Yuan held the

sword in both hands and waved it vigorously.

A black light flashed, and the will of the Greystone Beetle was cut in half.

Lu Yuan did not stop, slashing continuously, completely smashing the

graystone beetle's body of will.

The fragmented graystone beetle turned into a spot of light and dissipated,
and a cloud of white light merged into the gene chain behind Lu Yuan.

An extremely comfortable warm feeling spread through Lu Yuan's body.

This is the sublimation of biological essence.

After the extraordinary genes have been burned, the gene warrior can be

called the real gene warrior.

This is the sublimation and transformation from mortal to extraordinary
creatures!

Lu Yuan's will returned to his body, closed his eyes, feeling the sublimation of

this moment, and a smile appeared on the corner of his mouth.

The burning of the super gene is complete.



Lu Yuan shook his hands, he could feel his skin become tougher, bones,
muscles, blood vessels and other aspects have undergone tremendous changes.

He took out the black light alloy sword, and lightly swiped his finger on the

alloy sword without any damage.

a little bit harder, there is still no scar.

Only when a lot of force was used, the skin of the finger broke open, and a

slight wound appeared.

Lu Yuan looked at the slight wound, feeling happy.

Now his defenses are stronger than ordinary Greystone Beetles.

Not only that, but Lu Yuan could also feel that his strength had also improved

a lot.

This level of improvement is similar to the addition of the beetle claws.

But you must know that extraordinary genes are only ordinary quality, and
beetle claws are genetic weapons of elite quality.

The strength of the two increases is about the same, you can imagine how big

the gap is.

Moreover, transcendent genes were burned. This kind of promotion is the

promotion of Luyuan's ontology, and it is also different from the external force

blessed by genetic weapons.

This is more than that, the spiritual power in Lu Yuan's body surges, and white
light flashes, and grayish-white stone skin is condensed on the surface of Lu

Yuan's body.

Combat Skill: Petrified Skin!

He made fists with both hands and bumped.

boom!



There was a muffled sound like the collision of stones.

Lu Yuan punched the stone pillar behind him.

boom!

Spider-web-like cracks appeared on the stone pillars, but Lu Yuan didn't have
any pain at all.

Lu Yuan took the black light alloy sword and slashed on his own arm.

锵锵锵!

The gray skin on his arm just showed slight white marks, and Lu Yuan didn't
feel anything directly.

This defense is too strong!

Lu Yuan was ecstatic in his heart.

He is a direct wave of fat!

Fortunately, he didn't give up the treasure chest and played a wave, otherwise,
it would take him to reach this point.

With his current strength, there is no difficulty in killing the Greystone Beetle.

He can easily obtain spirit crystals and refine the genetic chain.

Do not increase the speed too fast!

This is not over yet.

The most important moment has arrived.

Lu Yuan looked at the faint blue cube surrounding the gene chain, the corners
of his mouth raised, and he smiled.

evolution!



He wants to evolve the extraordinary genes of the burned petrified skin!

After evolves, it will be the final reward he got for this adventure!
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